RZ Cleaning recommendations

ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTING
SELF-SMOOTHING FLOOR COATINGS
The cleaning system to be selected depends on the size of the floor, ist use and the base treatment.
Frequency

Product

Dust-collecting system

RZ Floor Care
 1:200

Damp mop

Weekly

Methode

Daily

Regular cleaning

Arturo EP2490

Periodically

Arturo EP2480

••

Equipment/materials required

Duo-bucket Carriage
Scurbbing Machine

Scrubber-dryer

RZ Mircofibre Mop

Thorough cleaning**

Interim cleaning

T-Bar

Cleansing activities
Apply when needed

RZ PUR Cleaner
 1:200
In specific cases up to 1:10
possible

•

White 3M Pad (soft cleaning)
Red 3M Pad (stronger dirt content)
RZ Microfibre Mop

Wet scrubbing and suction

RZ Basis Cleaner Universal
 1:10 uo to 1:1

At least once a year

•

Red 3M Pad
RZ Microfibre Mop

 = Product dose / depend on degree of contamination
* = strongly advised because all other cleaning agents reduce the electrical conductivity of the surface
** = when needed, at least once a year
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ELECTRICALLY CONDUCTING
SELF-SMOOTHING FLOOR COATINGS
Important information
Dust and loose dirt adversely affect the friction of the floor surface. It is advisable to remove loose dirt and dust on a daily basis.
Note: Protective treatments higher than R10 slip resistance are not possible by applying a polymer dispersion!
Fine cleaning
Remove loose dirt with a vacuum cleaner or with a dust-collection cleaning system. Scrub with a red pad and then remove water by suction.
Rinse, remove water again by suction and leave to dry.
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